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(R”)Q is a collection of rings. We develop conditions equivalent to: If MA is a 
flat right R”-module for each 1 E L! then nc MA is a flat right no P-module. The 
key is to find a bound for how much relations in flat modules lengthen as they 
come from relations in the ring. The bound is determined by the support of certain 
left ideals. A left module is T supported if finite subsets lie in T generated 
submodules. Some diagrams from a paper of Chase and measure 
functions-functions from modules to (0, 1,2,...) U (co) which respect exact 
sequences- are developed and used. Applications to polynomial rings over fields 
show that products preserve flatness over the product ring if and only if almost all 
the polynomial rings are in two or fewer variables. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper grew out of a question which arose in other research about 
flatness of product modules over a product ring. If {R’}e is a collection of 
rings and for each L E 2, MA is a right R*-module then M = &MA is 
naturally a right R E n, @-module. 
The question is: 
What conditions on {RA}, will insure that if for each 1 E 2, MA is a flat 
right R’-module then M is a flat right R-module? 
We shall present conditions on {R*}, which are equivalent to the product 
of flats remaining flat. They will be mentioned later in the introduction. The 
question of when the product of arbitrary flat modules remains flat turns out 
to be equivalent to the question of when the product of arbitrary finite rank 
free modules remains flat. 
One facet of our approach to the problem is through one of the standard 
criteria for flatness [I, p. 459, Proposition 2.31 that relations in the module 
come from relations in the ring; i.e., M is a flat right R-module if and only if 
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for any relation cj=, m,rj = 0 there is {b,}ir, i c M, {,uij} c R satisfying mj = 
CT=, bipij for each j and 0 = Cfi=, ,uijrj for each i. 
The lengthening problem “how does T depend on t and the given ring R” 
is the critical point. Given a relation in a product module n,Ma of length t, 
gives relations in each M’ of length t. If each of these relations comes from 
relations in R’, where a single T works for all L E 2 then the individual 
relations in each Ra can be put together to show that the original relation in 
n, M” comes from a relation in n, Ra and hence I&M’ will be a flat 
n, R’-module. 
Lemma 1.11 pins down the dependence of T on t and R to a matter of 
presentations of left ideals in R generated by t elements. (The flat modules 
were right R-modules.) Say F’ is a free rank t left R-module. Lemma 1.11 
gives equivalence of the following conditions: 
(i) Length t relations in flat right R-modules come from size T 
relations in R. 
(ii) Length t relations in free rank T + 1 right R-modules come from 
size T relations in R. 
(iii) For all left R-module maps p: F’+ R 
Ker v, is T supported. 
This introduces one of the main themes of the paper support of a module. 
A module is defined to be T supported if every finite subset of the module 
lies in a submodule generated by T or fewer elements. 
Support is the key to characterizing when the product of flats remains flat 
over the product ring. We shall get back to this shortly. First let us outline 
some of the ideas leading up to Lemma 1.11. The paper begins with Theorem 
1.2, characterizing flat modules in terms of relations in a flat module coming 
from relations in any module which maps surjectively to the flat module. 
This is essentially the elementwise formulation of Lazard’s [3, p. 85, 
Corollary 1.31. This result easily leads to the conclusion of Proposition 1.5, 
that the lengthening problem-mentioned earlier- is as bad as possible for 
relations in free modules. 
Suppose xi ,..., x1 is a basis of the free left R-module F’ and I = ri E R. 
In (1.8) we show that relations with coefficients {ri} in flat right R-modules 
come from size T relations in R if and only if Ker ~0 is a T supported left R- 
module. 
For a ring R, t E N and T E N U { 03 } we say the left support dimension 
of the presentation oft elements of R is less than or equal to T if for all left 
R-module maps cp from a free rank t left R-module to R 
Ker c~ is T supported. 
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This is abbreviated 
Sup Pres, R ( T. 
The main results concerning products of flats over the product ring are found 
in (1.14), (1.15) and (6.6). An extract of these results is given by 
SECOND FLAT PRODUCTS THEOREM. Suppose {RAJp is a collection of 
rings. The following conditions are equivalent; 
(a) If MA is any Jlat right Ra-module for each A E 1! then n,MA is a 
flat right n, Ra-module. 
(b) Zf Ma is any finite rank free right RA-module for each A E L! then 
n, MA is ajlat right n, Ra-module. 
(c) There exists a collection { Na }e, where for each 1 E L! the module 
Na is a-not necessarily countable-infinite rank free right Ra-module and 
n, Na is aflat right n, Ra-module. 
(d) For each t E N there is a bound T, E R\l, where Sup Pres, Ra < T1 
for almost all A E 2. 
(e) For each t E N there is a bound T, E N and coftnite subset f!( c S!!, 
where 
Sup Pres, n Ra < T(. 
4 
The First Flat Products Theorem concerns the case where all the rings in 
{Ra}e are isomorphic. These results are found in (1.13) and (6.5). Because 
the rings do not really vary-they are all isomorphic-some of the 
equivalent conditions have simpler form than that of the Second Flat 
Products Theorem. The First Flat Products Theorem is similar enough in 
spirit to the Second Flat Products Theorem that we shall not detail the First 
Flat Products Theorem here. 
An an application of the Flat Products Theorem we turn to polynomial 
rings and some others. In (7.6) and (7.10) we prove: 
POLYNOMIAL RING PRODUCT THEOREM. {Ra}, is a collection ofrings. 
(a) Suppose for almost all I E 2, Ra satisfies one of the conditions: 
(i) Ra is a commutative principal ideal domain. 
(ii) Ra is a polynomial ring in one variable over a commutative 
principal ideal domain. 
(iii) Ra is a commutative local ring of global dimension 2 or less. 
(The particulr condition Ra satisfies may vary with A.) 
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If Ma is a flat right R’-module for each A E 2 then n,A4” is a flat right 
n, Ra-module. 
(b) If there are an infinite number of 3, E 2, where RA is an augmented 
algebra over a polynomial ring in three variables over an algebraically 
closed field, then there exists {h4A}e, where for each 2 E 2, h4” is a finite 
rank free right RA-module and JJ,M’ is not a flat right n, Ra-module. 
(The augmented algebras Ra and in fact the algebraically closed fields may 
vary with A.) 
As mentioned above, a left R-module is T supported if every finite subset 
of the module lies in a submodule generated by T elements. This notion was 
used in our characterization of when the product of flats remains flat over 
the product ring. Section 2 is devoted to studying the support of a module. 
We begin with (2.1), proving the equivalence of several conditions, among 
which are 
(a) L is T supported. 
(b) L is the direct limit of modules generated by T elements. 
(c) If M is any right R-module then all tensors in M@, L have 
kength T (or less). 
(d) With @ Tt ’ R considered as a right R-module all tensors in 
(@“’ R) OR L have length T. 
The rest of Section 2 develops properties and applications of support and 
presents numerous examples. Here are some highlights: 
(2.2) Support behaves like “number-of-generators” with respect o short 
exact sequences. 
(2.3a) If a quotient of a T generated module is flat the kernel is T 
supported. 
(2.4) Over a division ring support equals dimension. 
(2Sa, b, c) Support is “multiplied” when tensoring modules or restricting 
a module from a ring to a subring. 
(2Sd) Support is preserved by ring extension. 
(2.6a) If M is a left T supported A-module for a ring A and .Y is a 
central multiplicating system in A then ,M, the localization of A4 at Y, is a 
T supported A-module. (Not just a T supported ,&-module.) 
(2.6b) If A is a commutative ring, and (4: A + R a ring map with central 
image then R is 1 supported as an A-module if and only if R is a quotient of 
a localization of A. 
(2.7) Suitable direct limits of rings and modules preserve support. 
(2.9) If A is a commutative domain of prime characteristic p and R is 
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the perfect closure obtained from A then all ideals in R are T supported as 
R-modules if all ideals in A are T generated as A-modules. 
As indicated earlier “support” plays an important role in determining 
when the product of flats remains flat. In order to do this we must analyze 
how “support” respects products. This is done in section three. One of the 
main results is (3.5e): 
Suppose {R*}, is a collection of rings and for each 3, E 2 M’ is a left Ra- 
module, then n, M’ is a T supported n, R’-module if and only M’ is a T 
supported R*-module for each I E f!. 
Section 3 contains a number of technical results used in proving (3.5e) 
and used elsewhere in the paper. There is a result (3.4) characterizing in 
terms of support when the natural map from the tensor product of direct 
products to the direct product of tensor products its surjective. 
Earlier in the introduction we defined Sup Pres, R in terms of the support 
of the kernel of homomorphisms from a free rank t left R-module to R. At 
(5.10) we define 
Sup Div, R < T 
if for all t - 1 generated left ideals Z c R and all elements r E R 
(I: r) is T supported. 
(I: r) is the left ideal {x E R 1 xr E I}. At (5.11) we define 
Sup ,Int, R < T 
if for all t generated left ideals Z c R and u generted left ideals .Z c R 
Z n J is T supported. 
At (5.12) we prove part (a) as well as: 
COMPARISON THEOREM. Part (b): 
(i) Sup Div, R < Sup Pres, R < n(Sup Div, R). 
(ii) Sup Pres, R < n(Sup Div, R) + (n - l)(Sup ,-,Int, R). 
(iii) For 1 < s < n: Sup sIntn-s R < Sup Pres, R. 
Hence if {RA}2 is a collection of rings and n E N the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) {Sup Pres, R’}, has an upper bound. 
(ii) {Sup Div, R”}, has un upper bound. 
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(iii) Both (Sup Div, R’}, and {Sup n-lInt,R’}s have upper bounds. 
This corollary to the Comparison Theorem is (5.13). 
Since the preservation of flatness of products is characterized by boun- 
dedness of {Sup Pres, R’},-see (d) in the Second Flat Products Theorem 
given above-the result (5.13) gives further equivalent conditions for the 
preservation of flatness of products. Theorem (5.13) has additional impor- 
tance. The “dimension” Sup Div, R is easily shown to respect products of 
rings (6.3), (6.4). This with (5.13) shows that the other two dimensions 
respect products of rings. In fact this is how we get the equivalence of (e) 
with (d) in the Second Flat Products Theorem. Another use of (5.13) is in 
the Polynomial Rings Product Theorem. Here we find it easier to use 
Sup Div, than Sup Pres,. 
The Comparison Theorem is proved using ideas built from the proofs of 
Chase’s [I, pp. 462-463, Lemma 2.2, Theorem 2.21. In these proofs Chase 
presents some commutative diagrams with exact sequences for rows and 
columns. Section 4 is a short section presenting the Chase Diagrams. (On 
the first diagram (4.la) we have added two terms completing the 3 x 3 
square.) Support of a module respects exact sequences and the sequences in 
the Chase Diagrams are just the ones to establish the Comparison Theorem. 
In [ 1 ] Chase used the Chase Diagrams to compare “number of 
generators” for the left modules which arise in 
Pres, R, Div, R, +,I$ R 
If one were to replace “minimal support” or Sup by “minimal number of 
generators” or Gen then one would obtain the Comparison Theorem for 
Gen Pres, R, Gen Div, R, Gen .-,Int, R 
recovering Chase’s results. The important way in which Support and 
Generation respect exact sequences is that if 
O+L’-iL-+L”+O 
is an exact sequence of left R-modules then 
where “A of a module” is the minimal number of generators (minimal 
support) of the module. At (5.1) we call such an A a Measure Function. At 
(5.4) we present Jordan Holder length as an example of a measure function 
other than minimal generation or minimal support. The dimensions 
.M Pres, R, 1 Div, R and A ,Int, R are defined for any Measure Function 
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at (5.7), (5.8), (5.10) and (5.11), not merely for A = Sup or d = Gen. Then 
at (5.12) we prove the Comparison Theorem in terms of A (rather than 
Sup). The proof is no more difficult and in fact perhaps the ideas emerge 
more clearly. Working in the general A setting gives the needed Sup results, 
recovers Chase’s Gen results and still gives more, for example, when AY is 
Jordan HGlder length. 
One last comment about Measure Functions. Important results about the 
presentation of a module L concern the “number of generators” of K and P, 
where 
O-+K+P+L-+O 
is exact with P projective. We show in (5.5) that the usual results hold with 
“number of generators” replaced by any Measure Function A. The proof 
uses Schanuel’s Lemma as usual. We need this result when A? is “minimal 
support.” 
1. FLATNESS AND EXPOSB OF RELATIONS 
In Ref. [3, p. 85, Corollary 1.31 Lazard proves that a right R-module N 
being flat is equivalent o the condition: 
for all surjective module maps p: M + N and all modules of 
finite presentation P, the homomorphism 
Hom(P, p): Hom,(P, M) + Hom,(P, N) 
is surjective. 
c*> 
Let us interpret (*) elementwise. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Suppose N is a right R-module, {+}i c N and 
{Q}: c R. If 2: njrj = 0 then 2’ 1 njrj is called a relation on In,}: with coef- 
ficients { rj}i. t is the length of the relation. We may speak of relations in N 
to indicate in which module the {n,} lie. Similarly we may speak of coef- 
ficients in R. Ifp: M -+ N is an R-module map and Ci n,r, a relation in N we 
say (mj): c M gives a pullback via p of the relation C: n,rj if: 
P(mj> = nj, j = l,..., t, 
t 
c mjrj is a relation in M. 
1 
It is easily seen that (*) above (1.1) is equivalent o condition (c) in 
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1.2. PULLBACK OF RELATIONS THEOREM. For a right R-module N the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) N isjlat, 
(b) for all surjective module maps p: M--t N all relations in N have a 
pullback via p. 
(c) For all surjective module maps p: M-1 N and finite sets of 
relations q,, on a set {nj}: c N there is {mj}: c M giving a pullback via p 
of the relations in q,, . 
(d) There is a surjection p: M + N with M a jlat right R-module such 
that all relations in N pullback via p. 
Note. For {nj}i c N a finite set of relations 3,) on {nj}i can be thought 
Of as { rjk}fI:::'::J c R, where J7f=, njr,k = 0 for k = l,..., T. Condition (b) is 
that single relations pullback via p while condition (c) is that finite sets of 
relations on the same {nj}i c N pullback via p to relations on the same 
{mj}$ c M. 
Proof: Since (*) above (1.1) is equivalent to (c) the previously cited 
reference [3, p. 85, Corollary 1.31 gives equivalence of (a) and (c). In this 
paper we shall not be concerned with condition (c) but (b) and (d) play 
important roles as well as some of the ideas in the following direct proof of 
the equivalence of (a) and (b) and (d). 
(a) * (b). Suppose p: M + N is a surjection of R-modules, N is flat 
and C: njrj is a relation in N. Since “relations in N come from relations in 
R” [ 1, p. 459, Proposition 2.31 there is {n;}: c N and {pkj}jkZi’,:::tr c R with 
Ck n;pu, = nj for j = l,..., t and J7j,ukirj= 0 for k = l,..., T. Let {m;}TcM, 
where p(m;) = ni and define mj as Ck m;pkj. Then {mj}: gives a pullback 
via p of the relation C njrj. 
That (b) * (d) is obvious. 
(d) * (a). Let p: M+ N as in part (d). 
Let q: M’ -+ M be an R-module surjection with M’ a free right R-module. 
Suppose JJ njrj is a relation in N. By (d) there is {mj} c M giving a pullback 
via p of C njrj. Hence C mjrj is a relation in M. We have already 
established ((a) * (b)); h ence since M is flat there is {mj{ c M’ giving a 
pullback via q of C mjrj. Thus {mj} c M’ gives a pullback viapq of 2 njrj. 
Replacing M by M’ and p by pq shows that we may assume that M is free in 
(4. 
Say C njrj is a relation in N with coefficients in R. By (d), there is 
{mj} c M with p(mj) = j f n or all j and 2 mjrj = 0. Let {x,}: be part of a 
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basis for M, where {mj} lies in the span of {xk}. Write mj = xi X,JI~ for 
{p,}cR. Let b,=p(x,)EN. Then {bk}cN 
k k 
Since C mjrj = 0 it follows that C,k xkptirj = 0. Since {xk} is part of a basis 
for M it follows that for each k: xj,utirj = 0. Thus “relations in N come 
from relations in R” and by [ 1, p. 459, Proposition 2.31, N is a flat right R- 
module. Q.E.D. 
If one were proving a proposition listing equivalent conditions to flatness 
one might want to replace “flat” by “free” in (1.2d) to keep “flat” out of that 
condition. The proof given above of ((d) * (a)) quickly reduces to (d) with 
“flat” replaced by “free.” It is then an easy corollary-using ((a) 2 (b)) as 
we did-that “free” could be replaced by “flat” in (d). 
As mentioned in the proof of (1.2) relations in a flat module N come from 
relations in the ring. We call this the expose of the relation. Do many more 
elements of N get involved in the process? This possible “lengthening” is the 
obstacle to flatness of products as will be seen in the proof of (1.13) and 
(1.14). It is to study this “lengthening” that we use the expose’. 
1.3. DEFINITION. Suppose N is a right R-module and 2: njrj a relation 
in N. A pair of subsets {bi}iT,, c N, {luij} c R satisfying: nj = Cr=‘=, bi,uij for 
each j = l,..., t and 0 = J?f=i pijrj for each i = l,..., T is called a size T 
expose’ of C: njrj. 
If {bi}T c N, {pii} c R is a size T expose of a relation 2: njrj in N and 
T’ > T let b, = 0 for i = T + 1 ,..., T’ and ~ij = 0 for i = T + l,..., T’ , 
j = I,..., t. Then {bi}” c N, {pii} c R is a size T’ expose of c njrj. Hence if 
a relation has a size T expose it has any larger size expose. 
Suppose f: M-t N is an R-module map, with the relation 
2 mjrj in M a pullback via f of the relation 2 njrj in N. If 
{ai}TZ1 c M, {pii} c R is a size T expose of C mjrj then (l-4) 
{f(ai>}iT=l cN, {Pijl CR is a size T expose of 2 njrj. 
This leads to the conclusion that the size of exposes in flat modules is as 
bad as possible in free modules: 
1.5. PROPOSITION. Let {rj}j=, c R. All relations with coeficients {rj}$= 1
in jlat right R-modules have size T exposb if and only if all relations with 
coeflcients {rj}f =, in free right R-modules have size T exposb. 
ProoJ Suppose N is a flat right R-module and C njrj a relation in N. Let 
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F: M+ N be an R-module and surjection of a free R-module M onto N. By 
(1.2), 2 njrj pulls back viafto a relation in M. By (1.4), a size T expose of 
the pullback relation in M gives a size T expose of the original relation in N. 
This proves the “if’ direction. Since free modules are flat there is nothing to 
prove for the “only if’ direction. Q.E.D. 
We can improve on (1.5). In fact the free right R-module 0”’ R is good 
enough test module for size T exposes. We prove this in (1.8) but must first 
introduce the idea of “support.” 
1.6. DEFINITION. For a finite set {rj}f=, c R let F be a free left R- 
module with basis {xi}: and F + R the R-module map determined by Xi+ rj. 
Define P, ‘,l as Ker(F + R). 
By [ 1, p. 460, Theorem 2. l] it is not surprising that the size of exposes of 
relations with coefficients {rj} has to do with the size of generating sets in 
P ,,.jl. There is a subtlety: 
1.7. DEFINITION. A left R-module L is T supported if for finite sets 
.Y c L there exists a set of (at most) T elements J, c L, where 9 lies in the 
R span of J9. 
In other words L is T supported when every finitely generated submodule 
of L lies in a T generated submodule. Throughout this paper when we speak 
of a module being generated by T elements, this means that the module is 
generated by T or fewer elements. We may say that T is the minimal number 
of generators for a module to indicate that the module is generated by T 
elements and not generated by T - 1 elements. Of course if L is generated by 
T elements then it is T supported. The next section is devoted to studying the 
notion of T support. We next show how support is the key to determining the 
size of exposes. 
In (1.8) we speak of the support of PC,, for {rj}{ c R. Different choices of 
F in (1.6) produce different “P,,.,,” but they all are R-module isomorphic. 
Therefore any one “P,,,, ” is T supported if and only if they all are. 
1.8. THEOREM. Let {rj}i CR. 
(4 Suppose p,,,, is T supported and C njrj is a relation in a right R- 
module N which has an expose. Then 2 njrj has a size T expose’. 
(b) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(9 p,,, is T supported. 
(ii) All relations with cot@ients (rj} in flat right R-modules have 
size T exposes. 
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(iii) There is a jlat right R-module N which has the free right R- 
module 0” ’ R as a direct summand and all relations with coeflcients {rj} 
in N have size T exposes. 
(ivj All relations with coeftcients {rj} in the free right R-module 
0” ’ R have size T exposes. 
Prooj (a) Suppose Ptr., is T supported, and C njrj is a relation in a 
right R-module N and {bi}f=/, c N, {ui,} c R is an expose of the relation. 
Let F be the free left R-module @‘R. Elements of F will be written 
“ 
(I 
U, ,..., uI)” with {vj} c R. The left R-module map y: F -t R, 
1 ,***, UJ + 2: vjrj sends the jth element of the standard basis for F to rj. 
Identify P,,, with Ker y. 
Since C uijrj = 0 for all i iff;. = (ui, ,..., uiJ E F then {fi}: c Ker y = P,,j,. 
Since P,rj, is T supported there is ( gj}T c P,,, = Ker y and (wij} c R with 
fi = xi wijgj for all i. If each gj = (vj ,,..., vi,) then A = ,7Jj wijgj looked at 
componentwise gives 
‘ik = x wijvjk for i = l,..., S, k = l,..., t. 
1 
Since {b,}; c N, {uij} c R is an expose of C njrj we have 
S 
nk = 2 biu,, = c biwi,vj, = iI (,$, bi wU) ‘jk- (*I 
i=l ij 
Let mj = C;‘= i bi wij giving {mj}T c N. Since ( gj}r c Ker y it follows that 
CL,l vjkrk = 0 for j = I,..., T. As shown in (*), CT= I mjv,, = nk. Hence 
{mj}TZ I c N, { vjk} c R is a size T expose for the relation C njrj. 
(b) ((i) = (ii)). All relations in flat modules do have exposes [ 1, p. 
459, Proposition 2.3 1, hence ((i) * (ii)) by part (a). 
((ii) +- (iii)). Let N be the right R-module 0”’ R. 
((iii) + (iv)). Let N be a flat right R-module having 0”’ R as a 
direct summand. 
Consider 0”’ R c N and let 7t: N-+ 0”’ R be an R-module projection. 
Suppose all relations with coefficients {r,} in N have size T exposes. If c Zjrj 
is a relation in 0 T+ ’ R then C z,rj may be considered a relation in N since 
0” ‘ R c N. C zjrj as a relation in N is a pullback via K of C zjrj as a 
relation in @ Tt’ R. By hypothesis 2 z1 j r has a size T expose in N, hence by 
(1.4), C zjrj has size T expose in 0”’ R. 
((iv) 3 (i)). To show that P,,, is T supported we must show that 
any finite subset of P,,, lies in a submodule of P,,.,, generated by T elements. 
By an easy induction (see the proof of (2.1, (e) + (a))) it suffices to show 
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that any subset with T+ 1 elements of P,,, lies in a submodule of PCrj, 
generated by T elements. F and y: F + R are defined as in the proof of part 
(a). Say ((“il,..*, uJ}~J‘=‘, c Ptrj, - ker y. 
Then { (U,j,***, UT+ ,,j)}j= 1 c O T+’ R considered as a right R-module and 
.) rj = 0. By (iv) this relation has a size T expose ?=I (“lj~-9 uT;l~ 
vlk,“‘, v T+lk)h=l = @ Tf’R and {w@}cR. Since Cf=, wkjrj = 0 for 
k = l,..., T this gives 
c;=1 (vlk,***, v
{ (wkl ,..., w,,)},‘=, c Pfrj,. Since (Uij,***, UT+ ii) = 
T+I~) wkj this g ives nij = Cc= I vik wkj and SO (Uii ,..., nit) = 
xi= 1 vik(Wkl 9--9 wkl). Hence {(q, ,..., 
generated by {(wkl ,..., w,,)},‘=i. 
u,)},‘,~ lies in the submodule of P,,.j, 
Q.E.D. 
1.9. DEFINITION. For a ring R, tE N and TE NU {co}, we say the left 
support dimension of the presentation oft elements of R is less than or equal 
to T if for all free rank t left R-modules F and all module maps o: F -+ R: 
Ker rp is T supported. 
Since we shall only be concerned with the left support dimension of the 
presentation of t elements of R we abbreviate the concept by writing 
Sup Pres, R < T. 
By itself Sup Pres, R is defined to be the minimal T E N U {co}, where 
Sup Pres, R < T. 
1.10. LEMMA. Sup Pres, R as a function oft is monotonically increasing. 
Proof: Suppose t < t’ and F is a free rank t left R-module. Let G be a 
free rank t’ - t left R-module so that F @ G is a free rank t’ left R-module. If 
~:F-tRisaleftR-modulemapextend~torp’:FOG~Rby(p’IF=y,and 
q’ 1 G = 0. Then Ker (p’ = Ker u, @ G. It is easily checked (or see (2.2a)) that 
if Ker qr @ G is T supported then Ker a, is T supported. Hence if 
Sup Pres,, R < T then Sup Pres, R < T. Q.E.D. 
The notion of Sup Pres, R allows us to put (1.8) in the exact form needed 
for the flat product theorems: 
1.11. LEMMA. (a) If Sup Pres, R < T then any length t relation in a 
right R-module which has an expose, has an expose’ of size T. 
(b) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Sup Pres, R < T. 
(ii) All relations of length t in flat right R-modules have expose’s of 
size T. 
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(iii) There is a flat right R-module N which has a free rank T + 1 
right R-module direct summond and all relations of length t in N have size T 
exposes. 
(iv) All relations of length t in the free rank T + 1 right R-module 
have size T exposes. 
(c) Sup Pres, R < T tf and only tffor each t element subset {rj}{ c R, 
the module P,,, is T supported. 
Proof (c) Suppose Sup Pres, R < T. As in (1.6), P,,, is defined as the 
kernel of a map of a free rank t left R-module to R. By definition of 
Sup Pres, R it follows that P,,, is T supported. Conversely, say q: F-+ R is a 
map of a free rank t left R-module to R and {xj}: is a basis for F. Let 
rj = q(xj) for j = I,..., 
Sup Pres, R ,< T. 
t. Then Ker (o = P,,, which is T supported. This shows 
Now part (a) follows from (1.8a) and part (b) from (1.8b). Q.E.D. 
1.12. EXPO& OF PRODUCTS LEMMA. Suppose {R’}c is a collection of 
rings and for each 3, E 2 there is a right R’-module M’. Denote the ring 
n, R’ by R and the right R-module &Ml by M. Iffr each 1 E f’!, # is an 
element of R’ we use n, 9 to denote the unique element of R which has Ith 
component ti. For a collection of elements m’ E Ma for each A E I.?!, 
n, ma E M is dejined similarly. 
Let n E N be fixed and suppose for each k E 2 there is a set { rnj” }J= , c Ma 
and a set {$}y=, c Ra. For each j = l,..., n let mj = n, rnt E M and 
rj=n,$ER. 
(a) C; mjrj is a relation in M tf and only iffor each 1 E 2, 27 rnfr$ 
is a relation in Ma. 
(b) Suppose 2: mjrj is a relation in M and T E N. 
Then Cy mjrj has a size T expose’ tf and only tffor each i E 2 there is a size 
T expose’ of C: rnj” 6. 
Proof (a) C: mjrj = 0 if and only it is zero componentwise. 
(b) Suppose for each I E L! there are sets {b:},‘, I c Ma and 
(p;};::;:::*: c Ra. For each i and j let bi = n, bf E M and Pij = n,pi E R. 
Then {b,}! c M, {Pii} c R is an expose for C: m.r. if and only if for each 
“X II E I?!, {bt}T c MA, {,ut} c Ra is an expose for 2; mj ti. Q.E.D. 
1.13. FIRST FLAT PRODUCT THEOREM. For a ring R the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) If L! is any set and {Male a collection offat right R-modules then 
n, Ma is a flat right n, R-module. 
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For each jE N let Mj be a free rank j right R-module. 
(b) There is a cofinal subset JC N such that mcJ Mj is a jlat right 
n, R-module. 
(c) There is an infinite set 2, a set J cofinal in N, an injective set map 
qz J+ I! and a collection ofjlat right R-modules {MA}, satisfying: 
(i) For each j E J the module MqCi) has a free rank j right R- 
module direct summand. 
(ii) n, Ma is a flat right n, R-module. 
(d) For each n E N, Sup Pres, R is j?nite. 
Without assuming the above conditions are satisfied suppose (MA}, is a 
collection of right R-modules (not necessarily jlat) and for a spectpc n E N, 
Sup Pres, R is finite. Then each relation in l&Ma of length n with coef 
ficients in n, R which has an expose’, has an expose of size Sup Pres, R. 
Proof That ((a) 3 (b)) is obvious as is ((b) =+- (c)) if one uses J in (b) 
for both J and J2 in (c), one uses the identity map for ~0 in (c) and one uses 
Mj for Ma, where I = j E L! = J. 
t(c) = (d)). Let J, 2, q and {MA}, be as in part (c). Suppose for some 
n E N, Sup Pres, R is not finite. Then Sup Pres, R > j - 1 for each j E J and 
by (1.11 b) there is a relation of length n in M’+‘(‘) which has no expose of 
size j - 1 or smaller. For A E X! - q(J) take the zero relation of length n in 
MA. Take the product of these relations to get a relation in neMA with 
coefficients in ne R by (1.12a). If the product relation has an expose-say, 
of size T-then by (1.12b) for each j E J the relation in Mrpti) has an expose 
of size T. By the choice of relations in the MVCi) this cannot happen for 
j > T. Hence the product relation in &MA can have no expose and by [ 1, 
p, 459, Proposition 2.31, neMa is not a flat right n, R-module. 
((d) + (a)). Let I! be a set and {MA}, a collection of flat right R- 
modules. By (1.12a), a length n relation in M = n, MA with coefficients in 
R = n, R is the product over 52 of length n relations in each MA with coef- 
ficients in R. (Note, the coefficients set [e}; c R will depend on A.) By 
(1.1 lb) the relation in each MA has a size T = Sup Pres, R E N expose. By 
(1.12b) the original relation in ,M has a size T expose. By [ 1, p. 459, 
Proposition 2.31 this proves that M is a flat right R-module. 
If each MA is an R-module-not necessarily flat-a length n relation in M 
with coefficients in R which has an expose is the product of length n 
relations in each MA which have exposes by (l.l2a, b). By (1.11 a) the length 
n relations in each MA have exposes of size Sup Pres, R. Hence by (1.12b) 
the original relation in M has an expose. of size Sup Pres, R. This proves the 
last statement of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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Condition (b) in (1.13) gives specific test modules. For exemple, if J = N 
in (b) then “products preserve flatness” is equivalent o lJeNMj being a flat 
right n, R-module. (Recall, M’ is a free rank j right R-module.) Condition 
(c) in (1.13) shows that if 2 is an infinite set and M is a not necessarily 
countable infinite rank free right R-module then “products preserve flatness” 
is equivalent o n, M being a flat right n, R-module. 
We shall show in (6.5) that the conditions in (1.13) are also equivalent o 
(e) There is a non-empty set f? where Sup Pres, &R is finite for all 
nE N. 
(f) For all sets f? and all n E N, Sup Pres, n, R is finite. 
1.14. SECOND FLAT PRODUCTS THEOREM. Suppose {RA}p is a collection 
of rings. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) If MA is a flat right RA-module for each A E 2 then l-I,@ is a 
jlat right I& RA-module. 
(b) For each I E I! there is a set iJA of jlat right R’-modules such 
that: 
(i) For each j E N there is a module iMa E Ba which has a free 
rank j right RA-module direct summand. 
(ii) If NA E 5” for each 1 E !i! then n, Na is a jlat right n, Ra- 
module. 
We elaborate on this condition by giving examples in the comments 
between the statement and proof of this theorem. 
(c) For each n E N there is a bound T,, E N, where Sup Pres, R’ < T,, 
for almost all Iz E 2. 
As usual “almost all” means “all but a finite number of.” Here are some 
remarks and then the proof. 
1.15. Comments. (a) Condition (a) gets paraphrased: “Products over I! 
preserve flatness.” 
(b) Here are two examples of suitable sets iJa and the consequences: 
(I) Suppose Ma is a not necessarily countable infinite rank free 
right Ra-module for each L E f? and 5” is the singleton set {Ma}. Then 
condition (i) of (1.14b) is satisfied and condition (ii) of (1.14b) becomes 
n Ma is a flat right n Ra-module. 
(! I! 
(II) Suppose Mf is a free rank j right Ra-module for each L E 2 and 
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iJa is the set {M~}jsN. Then condition (i) of (1.14b) is satisfied. Condition 
(ii) of (1.14b) might be rephrased: The product over I? of arbitrary finite 
rank free right R*-modules is a flat n, R*-module. 
(c) Condition (1.14~) is that for each n E N there is a bound T,, E N 
and a cofinite subset 2; c f!, where Sup Pres, Ra < T,, for each ,? E 2;. Since 
the finite intersection of cofinite subsets is again cofinite let 2: = fly 2; 
which is a cofinite subset of f?. In terms of {2:}, (1.14~) becomes 
There is a nested sequence f?; 3 2; 3 ..a of cofinite subsets 
of 2 and for each IZ E N, a bound T,,, where 
Sup Pres, Ra < T,, for J. E 2:. 
(d) At (6.6) we show that another condition equivalent o (l.l4a, b, c) 
is given by 
(d’) For each n E N there is a cofinite subset .X?l,l, c f?, where 
The argument showing (d’) is equivalent to (1.14~) shows that the same 
cofinite subsets of 2 may be used in (1.14~) and (d’). 
Proofof(1.14). ((a)*(b)). A s in (l.l5b, I) let a’= {M’}, where Ma 
is an infinite rank free right R’-module for each A E 2. Then each M’ has 
the required finite rank free summands and by part (a), n,M’ is a flat right 
n, R’-module. 
0) * (c>>. Th is is much like (1.13, (c) +- (d)) with some extra care 
needed since the rings vary. Suppose the {S’}s are given as in (b) and 
suppose (c) does not hold. In other words there is n E N, where Sup Pres, Ra 
is not “bounded for almost all R’.” For this n there are distinct 
4 7 1, T..., E 2, where Sup Pres, RAi > i - 1. For each Izi let Mai E ?ja be a 
right R’i-module having a free rank i right R”-module direct summand. Let 
2’=2- {n,,n,,...)F and for 1 E 2’ choose arbitrary M* E 5’. Let 
M=JJ,M’! 
By (1.1 lb) for each i there is a length n relation in M” with coefficients 
in RAi which has no expose of size i - 1 or smaller. For A E f?’ choose the 
length IZ zero relation in M’ with coefficients in R’. The product of all these 
relations gives a length n relation in M with coefficients in R by (1.12a). By 
condition (ii) of part (b), M is a flat right R-module and hence the product 
relation in M has an expod-say, of size T. By (1.12b) each of the 
component relations has an expose of size T. This is a contradiction since 
the relation in M*J+’ has no exposi of size T = (T + 1) - 1 or smaller. 
((c) * (a)). This is much like (1.13, (d) + (a)) with some extra care 
for the varying rings. Suppose Ma is a flat right RA-module for each J E 2 
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and C: m,r, is a length n relation in M = I&M* with coefficients in 
R=&R’. 
As in part (c), let T,, E R\l be a bound and 2” a finite subset of 2, where 
Sup Pres, R’ < T, for A E B - f?“. By (l.l2a), if m, = n, nzf and ri = n, ti 
then C: rnfrf is a relation in Ma for each J E I?. Since each Ma is a flat 
right R’-module, each relation C: m)$ has an expose. By (1.1 lb) we can 
find an expose of size T,, when A E f! - f!” since Sup Pres, Ra < T,, . 
The set 2” is finite; hence, there is a bound SE N where the relations 
C: m)$ have expose of size S or smaller when A E 2”. Let U = max(S, T,). 
The remark following (1.3) shows that if a relation has an expose it has any 
larger size expose. Hence for each 1 E !2 the relation C: rnf$ has a size U 
expose. By (1.12b) the original relation Cy miri has a size U expose. Hence 
all relations in M have exposes and M is a flat right R-module by [ 1, p. 459, 
Proposition 2.31. Q.E.D. 
2. SUPPORT 
At (1.7), a left R-module was defined to be T supported if every finite 
subset lies in a submodule generated by T elements. In this section we 
develop properties and give examples of T supported modules. 
In a Von Neumann regular ring every finitely generated left ideal is 
generated by an idempotent; hence one element. Thus all left ideals in a Von 
Neumann regular ring are 1 supported. In general in a ring R “all left ideals 
being T supported” is equivalent o “all finitely generated left ideals in R are 
generated by T elements.” 
If the zero module is the module generated by 0 elements then it is easily 
shown that a module is 0 supported if and only if it is the zero module. 
2.1. SUPPORT EQUIVALENCIES PROPOSITION. Let L be a left R-module. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) L is T supported. 
(b) L is the direct limit of modules generated by T elements. 
(c) If M is any right R-module then all tensors in MO, L have 
length less than or equal to T; i.e., for any z E MO, L there exist 
(m,)TCMand {li}T with z=C~mi@li. 
(d) With @ Ti’ R considered as a right R-module, all tensors in 
(0”’ R) OR L have length less than or equal to T. 
(e) All subsets of L with T + 1 elements lie in submodules generated 
by T elements. 
(f) L is the direct limit of T supported modules. 
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Proof ((a) => (b)). For each finite set 9 c L choose a sub-module L, 
generated by T elements with 9 c L,. Then L = lim, L,. 
((b) * (c)). Say L = lim, L,, where each L, is generated by T 
elements {I:,..., 1;). Then tensors in M OR L, can be expressed CT m, @ lg 
and have length T or less. Since @ commutes with direct limts M OR L = 
lim_ M OR L,; moreover the natural map M OR L, -t M OR L preserves (or 
reduces) length. Hence tensors in 448, L have length at most T. 
((c) 2 (d)). Condition (d) is a special case of (c). 
((d)* (e)). Say {Ii}:+’ c L and 0”’ R =M is a free right R- 
module with basis {mi}T+ ‘. By (d) there is {m;}TCM and (lj}rcL with 
c r’ r mi @ 1, = CT rn{ @ 1;. For i = l,..., T + 1 let 4: M + R be the right R- 
module map determined by &(m,) = 6,. Thenfi @ I: M OR L + R OR L = L. 
Applying fj @ Z to CT’ ’ m, 0 Ii = CT rnj @ 1;) 
Hence (mi}T” lies in the submodule of L generated by {m; }T. 
((e) =P (a)). Suppose by induction that subsets of L with n elements lie 
in submodules generated by T elements. (The induction starts with n = T t 1 
by 69.) Say 1 r ,..., l,,,, E L. By the induction there is l’, ,..., Zk with {ri}: lying 
in the sunmodule of L generated by (1: }T. By (e) there is a T generated 
submodule L” c L with {lj}TU {I,+,} c L”. Hence {Z,}:” c L”. 
That 0) * (0) is clear since L is the direct limit over the singleton set 
WI* 
((0 * @))a W e h ave already established (a) + (b); hence if L is the 
direct limit of T supported modules, each of these is the direct limit of T 
generated modules and L is the direct limit of T generated modules. Q.E.D. 
2.2. LEMMA. Suppose 0 -+ L + M + N + 0 is an exact sequnce of left R- 
modules. 
(a) Zf M is T supported (generated) then N is T supported 
(generated). 
(b) Zf L is S supported (generated) and N is T supported (generated) 
then M is S t T supported (generated). 
(c) A left R-module which is the sum (not necessarily direct) of an S 
supported and a T supported submodule is S + T supported. 
(d) A T supported lest R-module which is finitely generated is T 
generated. 
(e) A T generated left R-module is T supported. 
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Proof: This is well known for “generated” and we only concern ourselves 
with “supported.” 
(a) If ..Y is a finite subset of N then there is a finite set & c A4 
mapping onto 9. Since M is T supported  lies in a T generated submodule 
M’ c M and M’ maps to a T generated submodule of N containing 9’. 
Hence N is T supported. 
(b) Say a is a finite subset of M. The image of K in N lies in a 
submodule of N generated by T elements say n,,..., nr E N. Let 
m, ,..., m, E A4 with m, mapping to ni. For each t E g there exists {6};=, 
with JJrrfni equaling the image of t in N. Hence for each t E K: 
t - CT rimi E L. Since L is S supported there is I,,..., I, EL, where 
It - CT <miltsR l ies in the R submodule of L generated by {I,};. Hence 8 
lies in the R submodule of A4 generated by {1,}; U {mi}T. 
(c) Say Q = Q, + Q, with Q, S supported and Q, T supported. By 
part (a), Q,/(Q, n Q,) is T supported. The sequence 0+ Q, + Q + Q/Q, + 0 
is exact and Q/Q, g Q&Q, n Q,). H ence by part (b), Q is S + T supported. 
(d) Say P is T supported and generated by a finite set 9. Then ,Y 
lies in a T generated submodule P’ c P. Since 3’ generates P it follows that 
P’ = P. 
(e) Clear. Q.E.D. 
2.3. EXAMPLE APPLICATION. Let L be a T generated left R-module with 
submodule K. 
(a) If L/K is a jlat left R-module then K is T supported. 
(b) Suppose R is commutative, L is free of rank T, K is T supported 
and the natural map ATK -+ ATL is surjective then K = L. 
Proof. (a) First suppose L is free of rank T and 9 is a finite set in K. 
By [ 1, p. 458, Proposition 2.21 there is a left R-module map f: L + K which 
is the identity on 9. Hence Im f is a T generated submodule of K containing 
.%. Now suppose L is merely T generated. Let F be a free rank T left R- 
module and 7~: F -+ L an R-module surjection. Then F/z-‘(K) z L/K and by 
what we have already shown it follows that rr- ‘(K) is T supported. Since 
x 1 x-‘(K): x-‘(K) + K is surjective it follows from (2.2a) that K is T 
supported. 
(b) Since ATK + A TL is surjective there is a finite set 9 c K, where 
choosing from elements of 9 one gets an element in ATK mapping to 
I, A *.a A I,, where {li}r is a basis for L. Let K’ be a T generated submodule 
of K with 9’ c K’. Thus ATK’ + A% is surjective. Since K’ is T generated 
there is a surjection of left R-modules f: L + K’. If I: K’ + L is the natural 
inclusion then the maps ATL +“‘/ATK’ +*” ATL are surjective; hence the 
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composite /i ‘(zf) is surjective. Since A ‘L is a free rank one R-module 
A’(d) is an isomorphism and so zf has invertible determinant. Hence 
zf: L + L is an isomorphism and K’ = Imf= L. Since K’ c K c L we are 
done. Q.E.D. 
2.4. EXAMPLE. If R is a division ring and L is a left R-module then L is 
T supported if and only if L is of dimension T or less. 
Proof. If L is of dimension T or less then L is T generated hence T 
supported. Conversely if L is T supported then by (2.lb), L is the directed 
union of submodules {L,} generated by T elements. By dimension 
considerations a nested chain of such submodules has length at most T + 1. 
It follows that L = L, for some a. Since L, is generated by T elements L
has dimension T or less. Q.E.D. 
2.5. LEMMA. (a) Suppose A and R are rings with modules ALR, RM, 
where L is S supported (generated) as a left A-module and M is T supported 
(generated) as a left R-module. Then L OR M is ST supported (generated) 
as a left A-module. 
(b) Suppose M is a T supported (generated) left R-module and 
qo,: A + R a ring map by which R is an S supported (generated) left A- 
module. Then M is ST supported (generated) as a left A-module. 
(c) Suppose R is a commutative ring, L is an S supported (generated) 
R-module and M is a T supported (generated) R-module. Then L OR M is 
an ST supported (generated) R-module with its natural R-module structure. 
(d) Suppose M is a T supported (generated) left R-module and 
q: R -+ A a ring map. Then A OR M is a T supported (generated) left A- 
module. 
Proof. (a) Suppose {zk} is a finite set of elements in L OR M. Each zi is 
a finite sum of “length one” tensors of the form 10 m for 1 E L, m E M. Let 
{li @ mi} be a finite set of length one tensors from which each zk may be 
expressed as a sum. It suffices to find ST elements in L OR M whose A span 
contains {li @ mi}. 
Since {mj} is a finite subset of the T supported left R-module M there is 
{nj}T c M and {rij} c R, where m, = Cj’=, rijnj for each i; hence, 
li@mi=~li@rijnj=~lirij@nj. 
i .i 
Since { l,rii}i,j is a finite subset of the S supported left A-module L there is 
{Zi}: c L, where {lirij} lies in the left A span of {IA};. It is easily verified that 
li @ mi lies in the left A span of (& @ nj}‘,:‘,*,:::*,T,. Thus L OR M is ST 
supported as a left A-module. 
The result about ST generation is standard, easy and left to the reader. 
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Part (b) is a secial case of (a) if L = R, where ALR = mR,. 
Part (c) is a special case of (a) if A = R. 
Part (d) is a special case of (a) if L = A. Q.E.D. 
2.6. LOCALIZATION EXAMPLE. (a) If M is a T supported left A-module 
and ,‘Y is a central multiplicative system in A then +V, the localization of 
M at ,Y;, is a T supported let A-module. In partt’cular YA is a 1 supported A- 
module. 
(b) Suppose CJX A +Rsaringmap.Theng={aEAIthereisbER 
with q(a) b = 11 is a multiplicative system in A. If A is commutative and 
Im a, is central in R then there is a unique ring map q’: gA + R making the 
diagram commute: 
c*> 
cp’ is surjective if and only if R is a 1 supported left A-module. In particular, 
R is commutative in this case. 
Proof: (a) Suppose a,/s,, a2/s2 E YA. These lie in the A span of 
l/s,s, E yA, Hence by (2.la, e), Y A is 1 supported as a left A-module. For 
a left A-module M, ~,M g YA @A it4 as a left ,A-module. By (2Sd), &4 is 
a T supported left ,A-module. By (2.5b), +M is a T supported left A- 
module. 
(b) If a,a’EA, b, b’ E R with p(a) b = 1 = rp(a’) b’ then 
&au’) b’b = 1; hence, d is a multiplicative system in A. 
If A is commutative and v, has central image in R then it is a standard 
result that there is a unique ring map cp’: .A + R making the diagram (*) 
commute. 
Say R is 1 supported as a left A-module. Then for r E R there is r’ E R, 
where { 1, r) lie in the left A-module spanned by r’. Hence there are a, b E A 
with rp(a) r’ = 1 and q(b) r’ = r. The equation q(a) r’ = 1 gives a E d and 
q’( l/a) = r’. The equation rp(b) r’ = r then gives @(b/a) = r. Hence rp’ is 
surjective. 
Conversely, say cp’ is surjective. By part (a), gA is 1 supported as a left A- 
module and by (2.2a) the quotient R is 1 supported as a left A-module. 
Q.E.D. 
In particular (2.6a) shows that if A is a commutative ring, ,Y a 
multiplicative system in A and A4 a T generated A-module then ,,A4 is a T 
supported A-module. 
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2.7. DIRECT LIMIT LEMMA. Suppose I! is a directed set, {R,}, a direct 
system of rings and {M,}, a compatible direct system of left modules, each 
MA a left R,-module. Let R denote the ring lim, R, and M denote the left 
R-module lim+s MA. For each L E X!, let Fa: R, + R be the natural ring map 
and G,: MA -+ M be the natural map which is an R,-module map. 
(a) If L is an R submodule of M and there is T E R\l such that for each 
1 E L! the left R,-module G;‘(L) is T supported then L is a T supported R- 
module. 
(b) If there is T E N such that for each A E I! all submodules of MA 
are T supported R,-modules then all R submodules of M are T supported. 
(c) If I is a left ideal of R and there is T E N such that for each 1 E f! 
the left ideal F;‘(I) in R, is T supported then I is T supported in R. 
(d) If there is TE N such that for each 1 E X! all left ideals in R, are 
T supported then all left ideals in R are T supported. 
Proof. (a) Let L be an R submodule of it4 with G,‘(L) E L, a T 
supported R,-module in MA for each I E 2. If .Y is aflnite subset of L there 
is ,u E f! with 9 c Im G,. Choose a finite set 9” c G;‘(L) which maps 
onto 9’. Since G;‘(L) is T supported as an R,-module there is a T element 
set Z! c G;‘(L) with 9’ lying in the R, submodule of G;‘(L) generated by 
%. Thus .9’ = G,(Y) lies in the R, and hence the R submodule of L 
generated by the T (or fewer) element set G,(g). This demonstrates that L is 
a T supported R submodule of M. 
Part (b) follows (a), (c) from (a) and (d) from (b). Q.E.D 
2.8. LIMIT EXAMPLE. Suppose a ring R is the direct limit of rings {R,}, 
and there is T E N such that for each 3, E 5? all left ideals in R, are T 
generated. Then (2.7d) applies and all left ideal in R are T supported. 
For a ring B and m E N and subset g c B let K(m) denote 
{b E B 13 c E 8 with cm = b}. 
2.9. pth ROOT EXAMPLE. Suppose R is a commutative domain of prime 
characteristic p, A = A, c A , c . . . are subrings of R with R = u Ai and for 
each A,,, Ar’=Anel.. (The sequence A = A,, c A, c . . . may terminate: 
A=A,cA,c...cA, = R, or be infinite.) If all ideals in A are T 
supported then all ideals in R are T supported. 
Note. For specific examples one might begin with a prime characteristic 
commutative domain A in which all ideals are T generated-a PID when 
T = 1. Let R be the integral closure of A in the perfect closure of the field of 
fractions of A and let Ai be the elements of R of exponent i. 
Proof: By hypothesis for each A, the pth power map from A,, to A,-, is 
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surjective. Since R is a characteristic p commutative domain the pth power 
map from A, to A,- i is a ring isomorphism. By iteration the p” power map 
from A, to A, is a ring isomorphism so that all ideals in A, are T supported. 
Since R = lim+A., (2.7d) applies, proving that all ideals in R are T 
supported. Q.E.D. 
We end this section by mentioning without proofs some related ideas. 
Suppose M is a left R-module. Call M support noetherian if all submodules 
of M-including M itself-are finitely supported R-modules. If there is 
TE N such that M and all its submodules are T supported we say that M 
has T supported submodules or we may not specify T and may say that M 
has bounded support of submodules. R as a left R-module may be left 
support noetherian or have bounded support of left ideals. Suppose R has T 
supported left ideals and M is generated by n elements as a left R-module; 
then M has nT supported submodules. If R is left support noetherian and M 
a finitely generated left R-module then M is support noetheiran. These two 
results are proved for free left R-modules using (2.2) and induction. Once 
they are established for free left R-modules (2.2a) shows that the results are 
true without the “freeness” assumption. 
A last example, suppose M is an R bimodule which as a left R-module is 
support noetheiran (has bounded support of submodules). Suppose R is left 
support noetheiran (has bounded support of left ideals). Form the ring 
R @ M in which M = 0 @M is an ideal of square zero. Then R @M is left 
support noetherian (has bounded support of left ideals). 
3. PRODUCTS AND SUPPORT 
In this section we introduce the notation and certain other considerations 
which will be used in product theorems both in this section and later 
sections. In this section Theorem 3.4 ties together support, direct products 
and tensor products. 
Suppose {RA}, is a collection of rings and for each I E 2, MA is a left R”- 
module. We often denote n, R’ by R. Similarly for products of the M”s. M 
is a left R-module. If for each L E I! there is a given element fl E R” then 
n, r* denotes the element in R with Ith component rd. Similarly for 
{ma E MA},. Of course ne r*. n,m” = n, (rA . ml). For each I E 2, 
Proj* denotes the projection map onto the lath coordinate. Proj* is used both 
for M + MA and R + R’; the usage being clear from the context. As a map 
from R + RI, Proj’ is a ring map. Since MA is a left R*-module the Proj” 
map R -+ Ra gives MA a left R-module structure. With this left R-module 
structure Proj’: M -+ M* is a left R-module map. 
For each ,l E 52, Inc’ denotes inclusion to the Lth coordinate with the 
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other coordinates zero. In? is used both for RA + R and A4’ + M; the usage 
being clear from the context. 
With the left R-module structure on MA described above In?: Ma + M is 
an R-module map. Since Proj’: R + R” is a surjective ring map 
Ra @a Ma = Ra ORA Ma = Ma. This gives the equality in: 
(3. la) 
which has inverse 
Ma i@rncA , Ra @a M, ma + 1 @ Inca(ma). (3. lb) 
Equations (3.la, b) are inverse isomorphisms of left Ra and R-modules, 
where the left Ra and R-module structure on Ra @aM arises from the 
natural left translation Ra-module structure on itself. Not all left R-modules 
arise as “n, Ma” in general. Equations (3.1) shows that if N is a left R- 
module which happens to arise as n, Na then one can recover the N”‘s as 
Ra @a N. Similar considerations apply to a collection {Na}, with each Na a 
right Ra-module. In particular N @a Ra is naturally isomorphic to Na as a 
right Ra and R-module. 






If N happens to be the form N = JJ, Na with each N a right Ra-module and 
we identify N @a Ra with N* then (*) and (**) give 
NOR Ma = Na OR1 Ma, 
1,1 (N @a Ma) = n (Na & Ma). 
I! 
For an arbitrary right R-module N there is the map 
(3.2) 
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for each I E Q!. This induces the horizontal map in the commutative diagram 
N&M (3.3) +n (NOR MA) 
@Pro\ ’ /ojA (3.3) 
N@,M? 
3.4. SURJECTIVITY THEOREM. {RA}, is a collection of rings {MA}, a 
collection of left modules--each MA a left RA-module. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) There is T E N and a cofinite set f?’ E 2 such that M” is a T 
supported RA-module for each A E 2’. (Cofinite means that the compliment to 
2’ in 2 is ftnite.) 
(b) For all collections {NA }2, where for each 1 E 2, NA is a right R A- 
module the natural map (3.3), N OR M -+ ne (N &MA) = n, (N” ORA MA) 
is surjective. 
(c) For all collections {Na),, where for each A E l?, N’ is aJnite rank 
free right RA-module the natural map (3.3) 
N OR M + n(N @n MA) = n(N” ORA MA) 
e P 
is surjective. 
Proof: ((a)* (b)). A ssume (a) and let 2” be the compliment o X?’ in 
2. Suppose N is the right R-module n, N’ as in (b). 
If zEn,,(N@,M*) let z*=Proj*zEN@aM’. For 1EX!’ by 
assumption MA is a T supported left R*-module. Since R -+ RA is surjective 
RA is a 1 generated hence 1 supported left R-module. By (2.5b) each MA is a 
T supported left R-module for 1 E 2’. Hence by (2.1(a) o (c)) each Z* can 
be written 2: n) @ rn: E N OR Ma; i.e., each z* has length T or less for 
2 E !i!‘. Since 9” is finite there is S E R\l, where each z1 has length S or less 
for k E 2”. 
Let U = max(S, 7’) then each z’ has length U or less for A E P. Thus for 
each A E L! there are elements {r$ }y, c N, { rn:}:, c MA, where 
z’=CYn~@m:. Let n,=n,n:EN and m,=n,mfEM for each 
i = l,..., U. Then Cp ni 0 mi E N OR M is an element mapping by (3.3) to z. 
((b) * (c)). Since (c) is a special case of (b). 
((c) * (a)). Suppose (a) does not hold then there are distinct elements 
A , ,*.a E, f!, where each M*i is not i supported as a left R’i-module. Let 2” be 
the compliment o {A,}, in 2. For A E 2” let N’ be the right R’-module {O} 
and let z’ be 0 E N’ OR1 M*. For A = & E 2 let NA be the right R’-module 
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oi” R’. By (2.1, (a) o (d)) there is z’f E NAi ORliA4*i which is not of 
length i or less. 
For N=n,Na we have z~EN~@~~M~=N@&~? Let 
z = n, zA E n, (N @a MA). Suppose an element u of N @aM maps by 
(3.3) to z. u has some length say 1 E N. By the diagram at (3.3), z*/ = Proj*’ 
(3.3) (II) = (Z 0 Proj’l)(v) and a map of the form Z @ ProjA/ preserves or 
reduces length of tensor. Hence z ‘\I has length 1 or less a contradiction. 
Hence no element of N @a M maps by (3.3) to z and c does not hold, since 
each N’ is a finite rank free right RA-module. Q.E.D. 
We polish off this portion of the paper proving a proposition providing 
pertinent properties of products. 
3.5. PERTINENT PRODUCT PROPERTIES PROPOSITION. {RA}e is a 
collection of rings andfor each I E 2, Na is a left R’-module with submodule 
Ma. L is an R submodule of N generated by a set 9. 
(a) The natural R-module map 
is injective (and taken for an identification.) Zf there is T E R\l such that for 
each 1 E I! there is a set {m:,..., m;} c Na generating MA then M is the R 
submodule of N generated by {n, rnf}r=, . 
(b) For each ,I E I?!, Proja L is the Ra submodule of Na generated by 
the set Proja Y. Moreover L c n, Proj’L and equality holds if L is a 
finitely generated R submodule of N. 
(c) Zf L is a T supported (generated) R submodule of N then Proja L 
is a T supported (generated) Ra submodule of Na for each 1 E 2. 
(d) Zf for each A E II!!, Proja L has the property that finitely generated 
Ra submodules are generated by T elements-true if each Na has this 
property-then L has the property that j?nitely generated R submodules are 
generated by T elements. 
(e) MA is a T supported (generated) Ra submodule of Na for each 
I E 2 if and only if M is a T supported (generated) R submodule of N. 
(f) M is a finitely supported (generated) R submodule of N I$ and 
only tf there is a bound B E N such that, for each ,I E 2, Ma is a B supported 
(generated) Ra submodule of Na. 
Proof. (a) That M + N is an injective R-module map is left to the 
reader. For i = l,..., T let mi = n, rnf. Say m E M and let ma = Proja m for 
each II E I?. Since (rnf}: generates IV”, as an Ra-module there is {I$}: c RA 
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with m’ = CT rfmf. For i = l,..., T let ri = n, rf E R. Then m = CT rimi 
proving that {n, rnf}r= r generates M as a left R-module. 
(b) That Proj’L is the RA submodule of N’ generated by the set 
Proj’.Y for each A E X! and L c n,, ProjA L is left to the reader. Say 
9” = {Zi}T is a finite generating set of L. By what we have left to the reader 
Proj’ 9’ is a T element generating set of Proj* L as an Ra-module for each 
II E 2. Let 1” = Proj’ Zi so that Proj’ 9’ = (If,..., I”,}. The element n,Zf is 
simply li for i = l,..., T and so by part (a), (II,.,., I,] is an R-module 
generating set of JJ, Proj’L. Since {Z,}: c L we have proved that 
n2 Proj’ L c L. Hence they are equal. 
(c) If L is T generated as an R-module then Proj’L is T generated as 
an R’-module by part (b), since Proj* carries generating set to generating 
set. Say L is T supported as an R-module and ,Y* is a finite subset of 
ProjA L. Let .Cr be a finite subset of L with Proj’ ,Y = .Y*. Since L is T 
supported there is a T generated R submodule L’ c L with Y c L’. By part 
(b) and what we have already established of part (c), Proj’L’ is a T 
generated R” submodule of Proj’ L. Since 
;“‘* = Proj-’ ,4/’ c Proj’ L’ c Proj’ L 
we have established that Proj* L is a T supported R’-module. 
(d) Assume finitely generated R’ submodules of Proj* L are generated 
by T elements. Let K be a finitely generated R submodule of L. By (c), 
Proj* K is a finitely generated RA submodule of Proj’ L; hence Proj’ K is 
generated by T elements and by (a), n, Proj’ K is generated by T elements 
as an R-module. By (b), K = JJ, Proj’ K. 
(e) Since MA = ProjA M for each 1 E 2 the “if’ follows from part (c). 
Conversely if each M’ is T generated as an R’-module then by (a), M is a T 
generated R-module. Say each M’ is T supported as an R’-module and a is 
a finite subset of M. Let ga = Proj’ a a finite subset of R’. If H is the R 
submodule of M generated by a then by (b), H c n, Ha, where 
HA = Proj’ H is the R’ submodule of M’ generated by 5’. Since each M’ is 
T supported as an R’-module there is a T generated R’-module Ga c kf’ 
with 8’ c G’. By (a), n, G’ = G is a T generated R submodule of M. 
Since HA c G* c kf’ for each 1 E 2 
FcHcrIHAcGcM 
P 
and so M is a T supported R submodule of N. 
Part (f) is another way of stating (e). Q.E.D. 
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4. THE CHASE DIAGRAMS 
We shall use the commutative diagrams and exact sequences in Chase’s 
[l, pp. 462, 463, Lemma 2.2, Theorem 2.21 although our applications are 
different from Chase%. If M is a left (right) R-module with {m,}: c A4 then 
for 1 <s < t ( U, (m,): denotes the submodule of M generated by 
Im s ,***, ml}. If A4 happens to be an R bimodule and it is necessary to indicate 
whether we mean the left, right or bi submodule generated by {m,,..., m,} we 
write R(mi):, (mi)fR , R(mi)&, respectively. 
If A4 is a left R-module with submodule N and subset C then (N: C) E 
{YE R 1 rC cN} is a left ideal in R. If C = {m,,..., m,} we may write 
(N: m, )...) m,) in place of (N: {m,,..., m,}). Most of our applications of the 
R(mJf and (N: C) type notation will be where M = R. 
Here are the diagrams from Chase’s [l] with a slight extension. 
4.1. CHASE DIAGRAMS. Suppose {ri}: c R, there are the following 
communative diagrams of left R-modules with exact rows and columns: 




R(ri)y-l + 0 
I 
0 --t Cp(ri);-‘: r,J A R -+ R(ri);/R(ri):-’ + 0 
1 I I 
0 0 0 
where the l’s are natural inclusions, P,r,, is defined at (1.61, Inc is the iden- 
tification of @;-‘R with the first n - 1 factors of 07 R and Proj is 
projection onto the last factor. The other maps are given in the proof. 
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(b) For 1 < s < II: 
R(‘iX n RCri):+ 1 
187 
0 
The maps are given in the prooJ 
Proof. For {ri}y c R and 1 Q s < t < n we introduce some notation. 
“0: R” is the direct sum of 1 + t-s copies of R as a left R-module but the 
components are numbered beginning with s. A typical element of @f R 
might be written (us, v,+, ,..., vI). In @I R let xj be the element which is 1 in 
componentj and zero in other components. So {x,}: is a basis for 0: R. We 
use 71 to denote the surjective left R-module map @f R + R(ri)i sending Xj to 
rj. Following Definition 1.6 this gives the exact sequence of left R-modules: 
O-,P,,,:~OR~,(ri)f-,O. 
s 
(a) The two remaining maps to explain now are y and 6. y is given by 
R +R(ri)YIR(ri)T- ‘3 
r--1 rr,, 
where rr,, denotes the coset of rr, in R(ri)y/R(ri);-‘. The map 6 is given as 
follows: considering P,rirl c 0; R if (u, ,..., u,) E P,,,,? then 
&u ’ )..., 24,) = 24,. 
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If we leave out the last two terms in the bottom row the diagram becomes 
0 0 0 
I I I 
n-1 






O+ P InIl * @R 5 R(ri); +O 
1 
I 8 
0 + cp(r*):-‘: r,) 
I 
0 
and this is just [ 1, p. 462, Lemma 2.21. It is an easy verification left to the 
reader that the extra terms and maps we have added leave the diagram 
commutative with exact rows and columns. 
(b) Without the lower left term R(ri)S f7 R(ri):+l this is just the 
commutative diagram in the proof of [ 1, p. 462, Theorem 2.21. As described 
below the commutative diagram in the proof of [ 1, p. 462, Theorem 2.21 the 
term RtriX n R@X+ 1 may be put in leaving the first column exact. (This just 
uses the snake lemma.) Q.E.D. 
5. MODULE MEASURE 
Our main use of the Chase Diagrams (4.1) will be to compare three 
different “dimensions for a ring R. The first of these is Sup Pres, R defined at 
(1.9) as the support of a certain class of left modules. The other two 
“dimensions” are defined at (5.10) and (5.11). Each of these is the support 
of a certain class of left modules. These three classes are implicit in Chase’s 
[ 1, p. 462, Theorem 2.21. There he is concerned with the number of 
generators for modules in these classes rather than the support. Both support 
and number of generators respect exact sequences in the sense that for an 
exact sequence 0+ L’ + L + L ” -+ 0, 
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where LJ-of-a-module is the minimal number of generators (support) of that 
module. It is this fact that “minimal number of generators” respects exact 
sequences which gives Chase’s [ 1, p. 462, Theorem 2.21. In other words 
“minimal number of generators” could be replaced by “minimal support” or 
any other numeric property of modules which respects exact sequences. In 
studying the preservation of flatness of products we indeed must replace 
“minimal number of generators” by “minimal support.” 
It is no more difficult to replace “minimal number of generators” with 
“minimal support” than to replace “minimal number of generators” with any 
numeric property of modules which respects exact sequences. 
At (5.1) we define a measure function on modules. This is a function 
which respects exact sequences. We give an example of a measure function 
other than minimal support or generation in (5.4). We develop some 
properties of measure functions leading to the comparison theorem (5.12) of 
the three “dimensions” mentioned earlier. The comparison theorem should be 
thought of as a further step along the trail blazed by Chase’s [ 1, p. 462, 
Theorem 2.21. 
In the next definition and henceforth )Z 1 denotes the set (0, 1, 2, 3,...}. 
5.1. DEFINITION. A function .A from left R-modules to 1 H 1 U {a } is 
called a measure function on left R-modules if for each exact sequence of left 
R-modules 0 -+ L’ + L + L” + 0 both ML” <AL and ML <ML’ + AL”. 
If also .HR < 00 for R considered as a left R-module then J is called a 
Jinite measure function on left R-modules. A presentation of left R-modules 
L is an exact sequence 0 -+ K --t P-t L -+ 0 of left R-modules with P a 
projective left R-module. The presentation is called M finite if both 
HK < co and AP < co, where M is a function on left R-modules. If J is a 
measure function then necessarily AL < co. 
Since the zero module is a quotient of each left R-module L we have 
AL &NO. If we had permitted measure functions to take values in 
Z U {co} we could use the exact sequence with all terms zero to show that 
JO <JO + JO. Hence ‘MO is non-negative and since ML >-HO the 
values of .X are never negative. 
5.2. MINIMAL NUMBER OF GENERATORS EXAMPLE. For a left R-module 
L let .ML be co if L is not finitely generated, let A’L = 0 if L = (0) and let 
.AyL be the minimal number of generators of L if L is a non-zero finitely 
generated module. It is easily seen that J is a finite measure function on left 
R-modules. 
5.3. MINIMAL SUPPORT EXAMPLE. For a left R-module L let ML be co 
if L is not finitely supported, let AL = 0 if L = (0) and let ML be the 
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minimal T E N, where L is T supported if L is a non-zero finitely supported 
module. By (2.2), A is a measure function on left R-modules. Since R is a 1 
generated left R-module it is 1 supported and so M is finite. 
5.4. JORDAN HOLDER LENGTH EXAMPLE. For a left R-module L let 
AL = 0 if L = {0}, let ML = n if there is a (composition) series of 
submodules {0} = L,$ L, $ v-e f L, = L, where L,/L,-, is a simple module 
and ML = co otherwise. By the standard results of Jordan Holder theory .M 
is a measure function on left R-modules. In general AR = co so that .M is 
not generally finite. 
5.5. LEMMA. Suppose R is a ring and .A? is a measure function on left 
R-modules: 
(a) If L, EL, as left R-modules then AL, =-ML,. 
(b) For left R-modules L, , L,: 
AL, <J.@(L, @L,) <AL, +-AL,. 
(c) .AY is Jinite if and only if AL < 00 for all finitely generated R- 
modules L. 
(d) If L is a left R-module the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) L has an A finite presentation. 
(ii) L has presentations 
O-rK,+P,+L+O, 
O+K,+P,+L+O 
with AK, < 03 and AP, c a. 
In this case for any presentation of L 0 -+ K -+ P+ L + 0 if either 
AK < co or .AP < to then both areflnite. 
(e) If .H is a finite measure function and {ri}: c R then R(ri); has .A 
finite presentation tfand only tf.~?P(,~,; <co. ((Pfli,; i defined at (1.6).) 
Proof. (a) The exact sequence 0+ 0 + L, -+ L, -+ 0 gives AL, <AL,. 
Similarly .AL, <AL,; hence they are equal. 
(b) follows from the exact sequences 
O+L,+L,@L*+Lz-rO; O+Lz-+L,@L2’L,+0. 
(c) If AR ( co then by part (b) and induction MF < co for finitely 
generated free left R-modules. Since any finitely generated left R-module L is 
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a quotient of a finitely generated free R-module AL < 00. Conversely R is a 
finitely generated left R-module. 
(d) Condition (i) certainly implies (ii) using the single J finite 
presentation from (i) for each of the presentations in (ii). Conversely 
consider the presentations in (ii). By Schanuel’s Lemma [2, p. 436, 11.281, 
K, @P, z K, @P, as left R-modules. By hypothesis AK, < co and 
YP, < co so that by part (b), M(K, @ PJ < co. Hence by part (a), 
X(K, @P,) < a~ and by part (b), both AK, < co and MP, < co. Thus 
both presentations in (ii) are J finite and (ii) implies (i). 
Suppose 0 + K + P + L + 0 is a presentation of L with either MK < co or 
.HL ( co. Let 0 + K’ + P’ + L + 0 be an J finite presentation of L. Take 
0 + K + P -+ L + 0 as the first presentation in (ii) if AK < 00 or the second 
presentation in (ii) if .HP < co. 
Take 0 + K’ -+ P’ -+ L -+ 0 as the other presentation in (ii). As we showed 
in the second previous paragraph both presentations in (ii) are JY finite. 
Hence both JK < 03 and MP < co, concluding part (d). 
(e) With the notation at the beginning of the proof of (4.1), 
0 + P,,.i,; + 0: R -,= R(ri)y -+ 0 is exact; hence a presentation of R(ri)y. Since 
X is finite. X(@y R) < co by (c). Hence by (d), R(ri): has .A finite presen- 
tation if and only if. HP,,,? < 00. Q.E.D. 
5.6. COMPARISON LEMMA. Suppose M is a measure function on left R- 
modules. If {ri}: c R then 
(a) .H(,(ri):-l: r,) <JP,ri~y < C:=~JfCp(ri)i-l: rt>* 
(b) For 1 < s < n: MCp(rJS) n ,&Jr+ 1 <dP,,,,y. 
(cl LdP,,i,: < C,Z, 40: It) + Cf=2-+fL(~iX-‘n k8. 
Note, R(ri)y signifies thre zero ideal where it occurs in the right hand sum 
of (a). 
Proof. (a) The first column in (4.la) is the exact sequence 0 -+ 
P ,n-1+P lrr11 ,r,,Y -+ Cp(ri):-‘: r,) + 0 which d irec tl y gives the first inequality in 
part (a) and gives 
By mductton on the term AYP,,~,~ n-l part (a) follows. 
Part (b) follows from the first column in (4.lb). With s = n - 1 this 
column becomes the exact sequence 
0 + Ptr,,;-l 0 Pv,) + P,,,,; -+ R(ri)Y- ’ n RW + 0 
481/74/l-13 
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and Pfr,, = (0: r,). Hence 
-Jq,; &4J&):-1 n &-,)I +.4&-l 0 (0: r,)). t*> 
Since ./(Ptri,I-, 0 (0: r,)) <JYR,,~,;-I + d(O: r,), (*) becomes 
Ap{,,]~ <.l(R(?+i):-’ n R(r,)) +‘Ap{,i);-’ +‘H(o: r,). 
By induction on the term JYR,,,,~-~ part (c) follows. Q.E.D. 
One might say that the proof of the theorem was by Chase Diagraming. 
5.7. DEFINITION. Suppose .A is a measure function on left R-modules 
and TEIZIU{m}. For tEN we write 
M Pres, R < T 
if for all rank t free Ift R-modules F and R-module maps cp: F + R 
If T is minimal with J Pres, R ( T we write .A Pres, R = T. 
In case .A is the minimal support (5.3) measure function .A Pres, R 
agrees with Sup Pres, R of (1.9). It may happen that for all rank t free left R- 
modules and module maps VI: F + R, M Ker v, < 00 and yet M Pres, R = co 
because there is no bound for the M Ker cp. Therefore we define 
5.8. DEFINITION. Suppose J is a measure function on left R-modules. 
For t E N we write A Pres, R is nearly Jinite if for all rank t free left R- 
modules F and R-module maps o: F -+ R 
.LKera,< co. 
At (1.10) we showed that Sup Pres, R is a monotonically increasing 
function of t. The key to the proof is that support is a measure function. 
Hence the same proof gives 
5.9. LEMMA. For a measure function A on left R-modules M Pres, R is 
monotonicalle increasing function of t. Moreover for s < t E N ifM Pres, R 
is nearly finite then A Pres, R is nearly finite. 
Proof: As explained above. Q.E.D. 
Here are the other two dimensions for a ring which will be shown to be 
essentially equivalent o M Pres, R. 
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5.10. DEFINITION. Suppose .N is a measure function on left R-modules 
and TEILIU(co}. For tEN wewrite 
.JDivt R < T (A Div, R is nearly finite) 
if for all t - 1 generated left ideals Z c R and all elements r E R 
/‘(I: r) ,< T (AqI: r) < al). 
If T is minimal with .4 Div, R < T we write ,A Div, R = T. 
In the above definition a t - 1 generated left ideal is a left ideal generated 
by t - 1 or fewer elements. Hence ,ADiv, R is a monotonically increasing 
function of t. Moreover for s < t E N if JDiv, R is nearly finite then 
RDiv, R is nearly finite. Since the 0 generated left ideal is zero, if 
~7 Div, R < T then .X(0: T) < T for all r E R. 
5.11. DEFINITION. Suppose & is a measure function on left R-modules 
and TE(L(U{co}. For t,uEN wewrite 
4 Int, R < T (-4 Int, R is nearly finite) 
if for all t generated left ideals Z c R and all u generated left ideals J c R 
,X(ZnJ)< T (LAqznJ) < co). 
If T is minimal with -4 Int, R < T we write 4 Int, R = T. 
Since left ideals generated by t elements are generated by t or fewer 
elements (and similarly for u) for s < t, ZJ < v E N 
& Int,,R < J1F; Int, R. 
Moreover if. 4 Int, R is nearly finite then 4 Int, R is nearly finite. 
5.12. COMPARISON THEOREM. Suppose A? is a measure function on left 
R-modules. 
(a) For n E iN the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X Pres, R is (nearly) finite. 
(ii) .H Div, R is (nearly) finite. 
(iii) Both .M Div, R and Ma- I Int 1 R are (nearly) jinite. 
(b) If the three conditions in (a) hold with Jinite (as opposed to nearly 
fmite) the following inequalitties are satisfied: 
(i) A? Div, R Q A Pres, R < Cy=, A Div, R Q n(A Div, R). 
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(ii) J Pres, R < n(.M Div, R) + cyz2 J- 1 Int, R, 
< n(J Div, R) + (n - l)(Jn-i Int, R). 
(iii) For 1 <s < n:Ms Int,-, R <JPres,, R. 
Proof. Suppose T E N and J Pres, R is less than or equal to T (nearly 
finite). By the first inequality of (5.6a), JDiv,, R < T (is nearly finite). As 
observed following (5.10) this implies that J Div, R < T (is nearly finite). 
By the inequality at (5.6b), 4 Int,-, R < T (is nearly finite) for 1 <s < n. 
In particular ,rV,-i Int, < T (is nearly finite). In this paragraph we have 
shown that if the (a.i) holds then so do (a.ii), (a.iii), the final assertion in 
part (a), the first inequality in (b.i) and the inequality (b.iii). ’ 
Suppose J Div, R is (nearly) finite. Then as observed after (5.10), 
J Div, R is (nearly) finite for t < n. By the second inequality at (5.6a) 
M Pres, R < 5 .M Div, R 
f=l 
(A Pres, R is nearly finite). This shows that if (a.ii) holds then so do (a.i) 
and the second inequality in (b.i). 
Suppose both J Div, R and ~Mn-i Int, R are (nearly) finite. Then as 
observed after (5.1 l), J?-, Int, R is (nearly) finite for 2 < t < n. By the 
inequality at (5.6c), 
% Pres, R < n(M Div, R) + f J-, Int , R 
f=2 
(M Pres, R is nearly finite). This shows that if (a.iii) holds then so do (a.i) 
and the first inequality in (b.ii). 
Altogether this verifies (a) and all of (b) except he final inequalities in (i) 
and (ii). The final inequalities follow from the monotonicity of the terms in 
the summations to the left of the inequalities. Thus J Div, R <J Div, R 
for 1 < t < n, giving the final inequality in (b.i) and &-, Int, R < 
Mn _ , Int i R for 2 < t < n, giving the final inequality in (b.ii). Q.E.D. 
5.13. COROLLARY. Suppose {RA}j, is a collection of rings and Aa is a 
measure function on left RA-modules for each 1 E 2. 
(a) For n E N the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) {AA Pres, RA}, is bounded, 
(ii) {MA Div, R*}, is bounded, 
(iii) Both {.A* Div, RA}, and {J’t-, Int, Ra}, are bounded. 
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(b) Suppose the three conditions in (a) hold and 
b is an upper boundfor {A” Pres, RA},, 
c is an upper boundfor {Aa Div, RA},, 
d is an upper boundfor {A@ Div, R’},, 
e is an upper boundfor {,A?:-, Int, R’},. 
Then 
(i) nc and nd + (n - 1) e are upper boundsfor {.X1 Pres, R’},, 
(ii) b is an upper boundfor {A’ Div, RA},, 
(iii) b is an upper boundfor {AA sIntn-s R’}: for 1 <s < n. 
Proof. Immediate from the inequalitites in (5.12b). Q.E.D. 
6. PRODUCTS AND MODULE MEASURE 
In this section we wish to relate Sup Pres, of a product of rings to 
Sup Pres, of the individual rings. By (3Se) minimal support respects 
products. In the last section, rather than working exclusively in terms of 
support, we worked in terms of measure functions without increased 
difftculty. The same is true in this section. 
In this section we freely use the terminology and notation surrounding 
products given in Section 3. 
6.1. DEFINITION. Let {Rr}g be a collection of rings and A a function 
from left R’ modules to 1 L 1 U {co } for each t E g. That is, for each t E g 
and each left R’-module W there is a specific .HV E 1 Z ) U {co }. Note if r, 
y E 5 and a set N has both a left R’-module structure and a left RY-module 
structure then in general 
A(N as a left R’-module) 
is not equal to 
M(N as a left Rrmodule). 
For each r E 8- let .A? denote the restriction of A to left R’-modules. M is 
a dfinite) measure function on left {R’}g modules if for each t E g, .A’ is a 
(finite) measure function on left R’-modules. 
The examples given in (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) are measure functions on any 
collection of rings. 
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6.2. DEFINITION. Suppose {RA}, is acollection of rings and A is a 
measure function on left {n, R*} U {RA}), modules as defined in (6.1). We 
say that .l respects products over X! if for each T E 1 Z 1, each collection 
{A@}s with MA a left R’-module 
.AW’ Q T for each 12 E f! 
if and only if 
Here J( (n, M*) is with respect o I&MA as a left &RA-module. 
We may write “A’ is a measure function on left {RA}, modules respecting 
product over !P to indicate that “A is a measure function on left 
{n, Ra} U {RA}2 modules which respects products over I!.” 
The measure functions “minimal support” (5.3) and “minimal number of 
generators” (5.4) respect product over any collection of rings by (3.5e). 
6.3. PRODUCT MEASURE PROPOSITION. Suppose {RA}p is a collection of 
rings and A is a measure function on left (RA}, modules respecting producfs 
over 2. 
(a) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is a finite measure function on 
(ii) -AYn,RA < 00. 
(iii) {.AR*}p is bounded. 
(b) Fern, TEN 
MDiv,flRa<T 
E 
if and only if 
A Div, RA Q T for each A E f!. 
In particular 
A Div, n RA isfinite 
2 
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tf and only if 
{A Div, R’ } s is bounded. 
(c) For n E N, A Div, n, Ra is nearly jhite tf and only tfr! admits 
a decomposition f? = Q v 22 satisfying 
(i) Q is a finite set and J Div, R’ is nearly jkite for L E Q. 
(ii) The set {A Div, R’}, is bounded. 
The key to the proof of parts (b) and (c) is the following lemma: 
6.4. LEMMA. Suppose 3 is a fixed index set, {RA }p is a collection of 
rings and for each i E I?: 
(i) Ma is a left Ra-module, 
(ii) NA is a submodule of MA, 
(iii) {mf}r is a subset of M*. 
(As in section three N = n, N’ which is an R = n2 R” submodule of 
M = n, MA and for each i E 3, m, = nQ rnf E M.) Then 
W ImiM =v WA: {m&) (*I 
The “(:)” notation is explained above (4.1). Equation (*) is an equality of 
left ideals in R. 
Proof: Straightforward, left to the reader. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition 6.3. By definition of finite measure function (i) 
implies (ii). If A n, R’ = T < co then by definition of respecting product 
.MRA < T for each 1 E 2. Hence (ii) implies (iii). If b E N is a bound with 
ARa <b for each I E 2 then by definition of respecting product 
An, RA < b. Hence .A is a finite measure function on {I& Ra} U {RA}2 
and (iii) implies (i). 
(b) For each 1 E f! let I* range over n - 1 generated left ideals in R’ 
and 9 range over elements of R”. 
ADiv, Ra < T for each jl E I! 
by Definition 5.10 of A Div, is equivalent o 
d(Z-+ #) < T for each L E 2, 
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which by definition of .A? respecting product over 2 is equivalent o 
By Lemma 6.4, n, (I”: +3) = (He Z*: n, ti”) so the above is equivalent o 
By (3Sb), n - 1 generated left ideals in n, Ra are precisely the products of 
n - 1 generated ideals in the Ra’s so by Definition 5.10 of A Div, the above 
is equivalent o 
proving (b). 
(c) First suppose I? admits a decomposition 2 = Q U 22’ as indicated, 
Suppose I is any n - 1 generated left ideal in R and r E R. By (3Sb), 
I = n, IA, where each ZA is an IZ - 1 generated left ideal in Ra. Verifying 
nearly jhiteness of A Div, R is equivalent o showing that J(I: r) < co. 
Since .N Div, RA is nearly finite for each I E Q it follows that 
.M(Z*: ti) < co for each I E II. Since Q is finite there is 5’ E N with 
A(ZA:rA)<S for each1EQ. 
Let T be an upper bound for the set {.A Div, RA},. Then A(ZA: rA) < T 
for each 3, E 22. Let U = max(S, 7’) then A’(Za: ra) < U for any 1 E 2. 
Since J respects product over 2, An, (I*: rA) < U. By Lemma 6.4, 
n, (ZA: @) = (I: r) so that M(1: r) < U is finite. This proves that ADiv, R 
is nearly finite. 
Conversely suppose that f! does not admit a decomposition as in part c. 
Then there are distinct II,, AZ,..., E 2, where {ADiv, Raf}iEN is not bounded. 
In particular, for each Izi there is an n - 1 generated left ideal Ii c RAi and an 
element ri E RAi, where J(Zi: ri) > i. 
For A E L! define 
zA = Ii if A =Ai 
=o if 162 {Ai,&,...}, 
ti = ri if A =Ai 
=o if A @ {A,, A, ,... }. 
Then each Z* is an it - 1 generated left ideal in R”. Let I = &Z* which is 
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an n - 1 generated left ideal in R by (3.5a). Let r = n, $. Lemma 6.4, 
n, (1% ry = (I: r). s ince .M respects products over J? if 
,@(I: c) < T < 00 
then 
H(IA: li’) < T for each A E f!. 
But for 1= A, E 2 
.M(I’? r’) > T. 
This shows that. /(I: r) = co and .M Div, R is not nearly finite. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 6.3) shows how M Div, behaves with respect o product. The 
comparison theorem (5.12) and Corollary 5.13 can then be used to show 
how K? Pres, and .M sIntn-s behave with respect o product. We shall follow 
this procedure to give further information about the preservation of flatness 
under products. 
The first of these results is the promised supplement to (1.13). 
6.5. PROPOSITION. For a ring R the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) Sup Pres, R is finite for all n E N. 
(b) There is a non-empty set 2, where Sup Pres, n, R is finite for all 
nE N. 
(c) For all sets f? and all n E N, Sup Pres, n, R isjkite. 
Proof. By (5.3) minimal support is a measure function; hence, by (5.12), 
Sup Pres, is finite if and only if Sup Div, is finite. Hence it suffices to prove 
the proposition with Sup Pres, replaced by Sup Div,. 
Suppose Sup Div, R is finite for all n E N. By (3.5e) minimal support 
respects product over any set 2. If Sup Div, R < T,, < co then by (6.3b) for 
any set f!, Sup Div, n, R < T,, . Hence (a) implies (c). 
Clearly (c) implies (b). 
Say there is a non-empty set 2, where Sup Div, n, R Q T,, < co for all 
n E N. By (6.3b), Sup Div, R < T, for all n E N. Hence (b) implies (a). 
Q.E.D. 
And now the promised supplement to (1.14): 
PROPOSITION. Let {RA)e be a collection of rings. For nonempty l?’ c (! 
and n E N there is a bound T E N with Sup Pres, Ra Q Tfor A E 2’ if and 
only if Sup Pres, fl,, RA isfinite. 
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In particular for each n E N there is a bound T, E N, where 
Sup Pres, Ra < T,, for almost all Iz E Z-this is (l.l4c)- if and only if each 
n E N there is a cojkite subset 2; c f!, where Sup Pres, n,, RA isfmite. 
Proof. By (5.3) minimal support is a measure function; hence, by (5.13a) 
there is a T E N with 
if and only if 
and by (5.12a), 
Sup Pres, Ra < T for 13 E f!’ 
{Sup Div, II’},, is bounded 
Sup Pres, n Ra is finite 
2’ 
if and only if 
Sup Div, n RA is finite. 
e’ 
Hence it suffices to prove the proposition with Sup Pres, replaced by 
Sup Div,. 
By (3.5e) minimal support respects product over any set; in particular 
over IL?’ c f?. By (6.3b), 
Sup Div, n Ra is finite 
P’ 
if and only if 
{Sup Div, RA},, is bounded. Q.E.D. 
7. EXAMPLES 
Here we present examples, particularly related to polynomial rings. 
Vasconcelos brought the polynomial ring examples to our attention. His 
book [7] contains many of the results about polynomial rings which are used 
in this section. 
We shall often use the minimal number of generators measure function 
(5.2) and the minimal support measure function (5.3) in this section. “Get?’ 
denotes the former and “Sup” the latter. A ring R in which finitely generated 
left ideals are finitely presented is called left coherent. R being left coherent 
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is equivalent to homomorphisms from finite rank free left R-modules ro R 
having finitely generated kernels. In the language of (5.8): 
R is left coherent if and only if Gen Pres, R 
is nearly finite for all t. (7.1) 
By the comparison theorem (5.12), Gen Div, R is (nearly) finite if and 
only if Gen Pres, R is (nearly) finite. Hence left coherence is equivalent o 
finite generation of ideals of the form (I: r), where I ranges over finitely 
generated ideals of R and and r ranges over elements of R. In particular left 
Noetherian rings are left coherent. 
7.2. LEMMA. For t E IN and a ring R if Gen Pres, R is nearly finite then 
Sup Pres, R is nearly jinite and the take the same value in 1 Z 1 U { 00 }. 
Proof: By (2.2d, e), Gen L = Sup L for a finitely generated left R-module 
L. This implies the lemma. Q.E.D. 
We do not know if there are rings where Gen Pres, R is not nearly finite 
but Sup Pres, R is finite or nearly finite. Lemma 7.2 is true with “Pres” 
replaced by “Div” or “Int” and the same proof applies. 
By (7.2) for a left coherent ring R and all values of t, Sup Pres, R is nearly 
finite. For application of the flat products theorems we need finiteness and 
bounds for Sup Pres, R. 
7.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose R is a polynomial ring in zero or one 
variable over a principal ideal domain. For t E N 
Gen Pres, R = Sup Pres, R = t. 
Note, by principal ideal domain we mean commutative principal ideal 
domain. The (possible) variable commutes with the elements of the principal 
ideal domain. 
Proof We shall freely use standard results about global dimension as 
can be found in [7, chap. 0, pp. I-81. Sup Pres, R is defined at (5.7). 
Since A has global dimension one or less R has global dimension two or 
less. Let F’ be a free left R-module of rank t and cp: F’+ R an R-module 
map. The sequence 
O+Ker~+F~R--+R/Imy,+O c*> 
is exact; hence, begins a projective resolution of R/Im (0. Since R has global 
dimension 2 or less Ker cp is a projective R-module. By [5, p. 169, Theorem 
41, Ker a, is a free left R-module. Using that R is a domain and passing to 
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the field of fractions gives rank Ker rp < rankF’= t. Hence Ker rp is 
generated by t or fewer elements and Gen Pres, R < t. 
If rp is the zero map Ker ~7 is generated by no fewer than t elements. Hence 
Gen Pres, R = t. By (7.2), Sup Pres, R = t. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 7.3 applies to the case of a polynomial ring k[X, Y] in two 
variables over a field; since k[X, Y] = k[X] [ Y] and k[X] is a principal ideal 
domain. Proposition 7.3 also applies to Z[[x]. 
Roughly the same proof as above with one surprising excursion shows 
that: 
7.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose R is a commutative local ring of global 
dimension two or less and t E N then 
Gen Press, R = Sup Pres, R = t. 
Sketch of Proof: Using the same notation and exact sequence as in the 
proof of (7.3) shows that Ker a, is a projective left R-module. Projective 
modules over local rings are free; hence, Ker u, is free. The picture is: 
K;z~” c Ft . 
free rank t 
Now what we need is 
If F is a free rank t left module over a commutative ring 
then all free submodules of F have rank t or less. (7.5) 
This should be easy to prove and is easy to prove when R is a domain by 
passing to the field of fractions. If R is not a domain the easiest proof we 
know involves reducing to the case R is Noetherian; localizing at a minimal 
prime and then using the lengths of the modules involved or the dimensions 
of their socles over the residue field. It is our sketchness in verifying (7.5) 
that we have called this the “sketch of the proof’ of (7.4). 
Equation (7.5) then gives that Ker v, has rank t or less. The proof 
concludes in exactly the same fashion as the proof of (7.3). Q.E.D. 
I wonder if there is a proof of (7.5) which is almost as easy as the usual 
exterior algebra argument hat the rank of a finitely generated free module 
over a commutative ring is unique? 
7.6. THEOREM. Suppose (Ra], is a collection of rings and for almost all 
A E 2 the ring RA satisfies one of the conditions: 
(i) R” is a commutative principal ideal domain. 
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(ii) R’ is a polynomial ring in one variable over a commutative prin- 
cipal ideal domain. 
(iii) R’ is a commutative local ring of global dimension 2 or less. 
(Which of the conditions Ra satisfies may vary with A.) If I%@ is a flat 
right R’-module for each II E f? then ne Ma is a flat right n, R’-module. 
Proof: By (7.3) and (7.4) Sup Pres, Ra < t for almost all I E f!. Hence 
n, M’ is a flat right n, R’-module by (l.l4a, c). Q.E.D. 
7.7 LEMMA. Suppose A --f n B -+5 A are ring maps with pa the identity 
map. For t E N 
(a) If Gen Div, B is nearly finite then Gen Div, A is nearly jkite. rf 
Gen Div, B is finite then 
Gen Div, A < Gen Div, B. 
(b) If Sup Div, B is nearly finite then Sup Div, A is nearly jinite. If 
Sup Div, B is jinite then 
Sup Div, A < Sup Div, B. 
Note, Sup Div, R and Gen Div, R are defined at (5.10). 
Proof. We shall use the (:) notation defined at the beginning of Section 
4. Since we shall use (:) in both the rings A and B we shall subscript he ring 
in which (:) is occurring. 
If Z is a t - 1 generated left ideal in A then J= Ba(I) is a t - I generated 
left ideal in B. For a E A it is easily verified that 
(I: a)A = b(J: a(a)),). 
(This does not require finite generation of I.) 
(‘1 
View A as a left B-module by means of B: B + A. By (2.2a), if (J: a(a)), is 
T supported (generated) as a left B-module then /3((J: a(a)lB) is T supported 
(generated) as a left B-module. Since /3: B + A is surjective-/Ia is the 
identity map-if p((J: a(a))B) is T supported (generated) as a left B-module 
then B((J: a(a)18) is T supported (generated) as a left A-module. 
If Sup Div, B is nearly finite then (J: a(a)lB is T supported as a left B- 
module for some T < co. Hence (I: a), = B((J: a(a))B) is T supported as a 
left A-module and Sup Div, A is nearly finite. If Sup Div, A is finite-say, 
equal to T E N-then (J: a(a)18 is T supported as a left B-module. Hence 
(I: a), = B((J: a(a)lB) is T supported as a left A-module and Sup Div, A < T. 
This gives part (b). 
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Replacing “Sup” and “supported” in the preceding paragraph by “Gen” 
and “generated” gives part (a). Q.E.D. 
Lemma 7.7 together with the following proposition shows that there are 
many rings R with Sup Div, R = 03. 
The idea behind (7.8) was given to me by Vasconcelos. It can be found on 
page 90 of his book 171, where it is attributed to Quentel. 
7.8. PROPOSITION. Suppose A is a polynomial ring in three variables 
over an algebraically closedJeld. For 3 < t E Ih, 
Gen Div, A = Sup Div, A = CO. 
Proof. For completeness we recount the argument in [ 7, p. 901. By [ 6, p. 
1, theorem] for m E R\J there exists a prime ideal P, in A which needs at least 
m generators. For m > 4 the prime P, is not maximal or else it would be 
generated by three elements by the Hilbert Nullstellensatz. Hence P,,, is of 
height 2 or less for m > 4. From now on assume m > 4 so that each prime is 
of height 2 or less. Then each P, is minimal over A(am,l, a& for suitably 
chosen a,,,, , am,2 E P, and can be written 
pm = Ma,., y a,.& am.J 
for suitable a,,, EA. Since Gen P, > m this proves that Gen Div, R = 00. 
Since Gen Div, R is monotonically increasing as a function of t-see the 
remark after (5. IO)-it follows that Gen Div, R = co for I > 3. 
Gen Div, R is nearly finite because R is Noetheiran; hence, by (7.2), 
Sup Div, R = Gen Div, R. Q.E.D. 
7.9. COROLLARY. Suppose A is a polynomial ring in three variables over 
an algebraically closed field and B is an augmented A-algebra; i.e., there is 
anA-algebramapP:B+A.For3<tEN, 
Gen Div, B = Sup Div, B = 00. 
ProoJ Let a: A -+ B be the ring map (with central image) giving B its A- 
algebra structure. Since p: B -P A is an A-algebra map /.?a: A --t A is the 
identity map. By (7.7) and (7.8), 
Gen Div, A = Sup Div, A = CO 
for 3&tEN. Q.E.D. 
In particular, polynomial rings in three or more (possibly an infinite 
number of) variables are augmented algebras over a polynomial ring in three 
variables. 
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7.10. THEOREM. Suppose {RA }e is a collection of rings and, for an 
infinite number of L E 2, RA is an augmented algebra over a polynomial ring 
in three variables over an algebraically closedfield. (The field may vary with 
A.) There exists {Ma},, where for each J. E 2, Ma is a finite rank free right 
right Ra-module and n, Ma is notflat as a right fl, Ra-module. 
Proof By (7.9), for 3 < t E N, Sup Div, Ra = 00 for the infinite set of 
1 E f?!, where R” is an augmented algebra over a polynomial ring in three 
variables over an algebraically closed field. By (5.12), Sup Pres, Ra = 00 for 
these same 1, E 2. By (l.l4b, c) and (1.15b, II) we are done. Q.E.D. 
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